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============= The last boss of the first part of the original DESYNC game is over. The title is now DESYNC Original Soundtrack Vol. 2: Volkor X. Play this DESYNC Original Soundtrack Vol. 2:
Volkor X on your phone, on your computer, on your tablet or, just listen to the soundtrack. DESYNC Original Soundtrack Vol. 2: Volkor X is a full OST with all of the music tracks that you can play
while you do your gaming and it was created by the talented composer: DJ Casper. Thank you so much for taking your time to listen to the music! I hope you like it as much as I do! Your best
friend, Casper Get the soundtrack on the official website: Or get it on Google Play or the App Store on your device. If you have any questions please email me: desync@desync.co For business
enquiries, email: sales@desync.co Like this game? Follow DESYNC on social media: Facebook: Twitter: Google Plus: For any technical issues, please contact the website: Or on the official forum:
Thx for the support guys! Desync.co Thanks for using the DESYNC free mobile game. Why not download DENSYNC Original Soundtrack Vol.2: The Ring? The best 5 minutes of music in your ears.
(Previous versions of the soundtrack are linked at the bottom of this text. If you want to download any of the previous versions of the soundtrack, go to desync.co/sounds and click on the
dropdown links for each score.) Are you ready to begin? We hope that you'll enjoy Desync Original Soundtrack Vol.2: The Ring! Desync Original Soundtrack Vol.2: The Ring Volkor X composer:
Daniel Deluxe Arranger: Daniel Deluxe Arranger: J.C. Synth: J.C. "
Features Key:
Control a Special Ops soldier taking down the enemy on the warfront
Be A Hero on Road – Escape from the ravaged cities and face off against the tenacious animal-like beast
Cinematic Shooter Action Experience for the Ages
TREME FX - Features Over 900 creative and authentic sound effects.
Full DreamTracker3 Soundtrack - Full Dynamic Soundtrack with 5 unique Production Environments plus 20 ambient soundscapes.

game features
DESIGNED BY THE TRENCHCREW Team
DESYNC: The Original Soundtrack - Volume 2 (Volkor X) is the second part of the music based shooter shooter game DESYNC: The Original Soundtrack - Volume 1.DESYNC The Original Soundtrack - Volume 1 (Volkor X) game is a first part of a “secret story”, presenting over 3 hours of playable first-person shooter game. The DESYNC soundtrack created by TrenchCrew
includes over 450 music tracks. The soundtrack was written, composed and arranged by VolkorX.KEY FEATURES:

Control a Special Ops soldier taking down the enemy on the warfront
Be A Hero on Road – Escape from the ravaged cities and face off against the tenacious animal-like beast
Cinematic Shooter Action Experience for the Ages
TREME FX - Features Over 900 creative and authentic sound effects.
Full DreamTracker3 Soundtrack - Full Dynamic Soundtrack with 5 unique Production Environments plus 20 ambient soundscapes.
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Four Kingdoms, one Master. The House of Algor is on the verge of demise. One hundred horsemen, wielders of blades and magical incantations, attack the three towns in the three kingdoms
under the power of a single person, the Red Dragon. Every kingdom has a legend, a tale of who created the world and how it came into being. Each kingdom has its own King, but how were they
chosen? The fate of the three kingdoms lies on one man's heart and hands. He is the Blue Dragon, a man known as the Lost Forces. No one knows how to use the powers the Blue Dragon holds,
but everyone seems to be terrified of him. ------------------------------------------------------------- Song Credits "The Duel" Written by Mircea Filip, edited by V. Roth (the song is reused) "Centaur" Written by
Filip, edited by Roth "Masked Death (DESYNCed mix)" Written by Filip, edited by Roth "The System Reloaded (feat. Daniel Deluxe)" Written by Filip, edited by Roth "Beacon (feat. Dimi Kaye)"
Written by Filip, edited by Roth Editing, mastering and mixing: V. Roth, at DimiKayaStudios "The Duel" Written by Mircea Filip "The System Reloaded (feat. Daniel Deluxe)" Written by Filip
"Centaur" Written by Filip "Beacon (feat. Dimi Kaye)" Written by Filip "The System Reloaded (feat. Daniel Deluxe)" Written by Filip "Masked Death (DESYNCed mix)" Written by Filip "Masked Death
(DESYNCed mix)" Written by Filip ------------------------------------------------------------- About the Music During my experience with my art, I've been able to use different instruments and styles of music to
express my ideas, so the idea of composing more music to complement my art idea started to evolve in my mind. In the first season, the music was simply something to give a little background
or a mood to some scenes. In the second season, we decided to give music a more profound function, so the music became more significant. I've got a lot of ideas and a lot of new music to
compose, but I'm not sure how it will work or what kind of scenes will depend on it. ------------------------------------------------------------- About the Artist d41b202975
DESYNC: The Original Soundtrack - Volume 2 (Volkor X) (Final 2022)

Furious battles between the six teams of the power-hungry fascist Vox corporation, and the hard-working members of the heroes' team, the Revolvers. Conflict and chaos will be all around, but
will your team live long enough to survive?The game DESYNC: The Original Soundtrack - Volume 2 The original soundtrack to the German game DESYNC: The Original Soundtrack - Volume 2. This
is Volkor X, the second installment in the game DESYNC: The Original Soundtrack, and it contains all of the songs, sound effects and background music heard throughout the game. The game is a
cooperative FPS game, played online and cooperatively with four to seven players on the same team. The gameplay and multiplayer will be influenced by the popular X-COM, a series of games by
MicroProse/2K Games. DESYNC: The Original Soundtrack Volume 2 is a cooperative FPS that takes place in the near future in a cyberpunk environment. Set in an alternative universe where the
West is in a state of war with the entire world, a terrorist group rises up from the shadows and wipes out all traces of democratic society. The government then calls upon the once proud citizens
of the West to form citizen's militia groups and defeat the enemy. The player is a member of a militia unit called the Revolvers. The Revolvers do not win or lose, but face the enemies and win
battles with the support of the other Revolvers. Players will be on constant search for new equipment and weapons, and this will be done by exchanging weapons with other players on the team.
--- This item contains "Descrypt" album samples, which can be activated by the game "Falling" --- This item contains no music --- This item contains music but is incomplete --- This item contains
music but is incomplete Description:DESYNC Original Soundtrack Vol. 2 - Volkor X---------------------------------------------------------01 - The Duel02 - Centaur03 - Masked Death (DESYNCed mix)04 - The
System Reloaded (feat. Daniel Deluxe)05 - Beacon (feat. Dimi Kaye) You can download this content here: This item contains "descrypt" album samples, which can be activated by the game
"Falling" Volkor X is a free demo and always at its best. In this demo you get: the EXPERIMENT 100 ammo for all weapons the
What's new:
GRAMMY® nominated artist Dave Clark Five Dave Clark Five return with their second album of music in tribute to the multiple Grammy Award-winning animated series “DesyNC: The Original Soundtrack” This will certainly please
fans of their nostalgia album “An Evening with Dave Clark Five” from the “Patented Music” series. This latter did much to promote the legendary band through the use of their real name and the music of the period, back in the
swinging 50s. Rights are owned by GronetThemeAnalyseur/Berlin based GronetThemeAnalyseur. Releases available on major platforms are lawful. Excerpts from music research used. No submission fee required. Terms &
Conditions/Privacy policy on any use/reuse of any content may be found on our website.Akina (Sikhism) Akina, in Sikhism, is a characteristic property of a human being, including any living creature, which is the ultimate place where
there is unconditional (nang) trust. It is not dependent on any person or being but is inherent in their nature. There is a slightly different expression of the Akina in terms of the manjhak (that which is between the chest and the
navel). In the classic point of view, it is located in the heart of all human beings, deep inside. (Here, the Sikh gurus, Kabir, is khanda & Maja dwara, as relevant to Akina). Sikhism considers the akina to reside in the mind as well as in
the body. Explanation In Sikhism, human beings are considered to be not only made of muscle and bones (rohan), but also of a deeper self (anima). Anima (such as soul, self, personality etc.) reside in the manjhak region and Akina in
the heart. The entire upper half of the body is comprised of anima while the lower half is of rohan. When an individual is raised by a good teacher, the soul(anima) especially moves towards the top part of the body by means of
matching the words / thoughts of the instructor. Samadhi When an individual attains samadhi, then the akina leads one's body towards the Lord which in turn causes the eyes to be shut, the ears to be closed and the chest to be
pressed. This renders one to be completely focused and
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System Requirements For DESYNC: The Original Soundtrack - Volume 2 (Volkor X):

Display Resolution 800 x 600 (or higher) Minimum: - A Pentium processor (100 or higher) - 1.6GB of available hard disk space - 1024 x 768 display (16:10 aspect ratio)
Recommended: - Athlon processor (or better) - 2GB of available hard disk space - 1280 x 1024 display (16:10 aspect ratio) Minimum System Requirements: - A Pent
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